
 
Did you know that the first Spanish explorers reached Utah in 1776?Utah was 

also part of Mexico. Utah was named after a Native American tribe ‘Ute’. 

Lastly,Utah became  a state in 1896.This is a brief history of the state of Utah.  

  
Have you ever seen Utah’s state flag? Utah has a beehive on the flag. Around 

the beehive,is the state flower, the lily.The  state flower represents peace and the 

bald eagle on the flag means  war throughout the world.Utah’s flag has many 

interesting features.  
 

Do you know how many people live in Utah? In the state of Utah there are 

82,144 people and the size is 3,161,105 square miles. The states that border Utah 

are Wyoming,Colorado,New Mexico,Arizona,Nevada and Idaho.Utah’s beloved governor 

is Gary R. Herbert. I bet you learned a lot about Utah so far! 
 

Utah has many important landmarks and cities. One important city in  Utah is 

Salt Lake City, the loved capital.There are also the cities Provo, and Orem. Some 

important landmarks are Zion National Park and Bryce Canyon. Now, I suspect you 

want to learn more about Utah! 

 
Utah’s climate is  very interesting,since Utah is found in the desert the climate 

is hot and dry. Summers are hot and long, winters are short and  cold. There is no 

fall or spring in Utah. Just like Utah’s climate, its economy is also very interesting. 

Utah's economy is based on  electronics, such as computers and scientific equipment. 

Those were some important facts about Utah’s climate and economy. 

 
Utah is known for lots and lots  of beehives, GREAT ski places, the Rocky 

Mountains,and The Great Salt Lake.Some sports teams are the Utah Jazz and the 

Real Salt Lake.A few famous people from Utah are Philo Farnsworth, who invented 

the TV and Roseanne Barr an actress. There are many important people and places in 

Utah! 

 
Utah is a fascinating state.I really want to visit Utah someday and see The 

Great Salt Lake.I bet you want to go to Utah now too! 


